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Abstract

A collection of Cyrillic-based language alphabets is presented. The contribution
contains the data about more than 50 languages using Cyrillic script. A “Unicode-
like” coded font is used for the rendering of the Cyrillic texts. The aim is to take
part in creating a universal Cyrillic font for TEX and the Ω project and to further
help languages using Cyrillic join the TEX community.

Introduction

Cyrillic-based alphabets are (or have been) used by
nations in the Russian Federation, and a number
of nations in Europe and Asia, including many
nations of the former USSR now beyond the Russian
border. The article aims to present a list of currently
existing written languages using the Cyrillic script
and having a codified literary form.

Most of the character encoding systems for
Cyrillic used in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, and also
the UCS/Unicode [5] standard are based on the
Russian alphabet. They contain a continuous or-
dered code sequence only for Russian letters. Other
characters are non-standard, they are missing or
they are coded “accidentally”. I will call these char-
acters “additional” (relative to the usual computer
encoding standards!). Many Cyrillic alphabets were
borrowed from the Russian alphabet. We can con-
sider their “non-Russian” letters being “additional”
or “new”, often they were created (appended) as
“new” characters. Of course, the previous assertion
is not true for languages which have traditionally
used Cyrillic script – Belarusian, Ukrainian, Serbian,
Macedonian and Bulgarian.

One of my most important sources has been
 .!. �8;O@52A:89 and �.!. �@82=8= (1960). Un-
fortunately this unique book may be obsolete today.
I would be very grateful for corrections and remarks
and also references to another sources; especially
if the reader is an expert in any language. Please
contact me by email. More information about lan-
guages can be found on my WWW Home Page (e.g.,
complete alphabetical orders). And please overlook
my lack of knowledge of English.

Language Names and Codes

The ISO standard 639-2 (1993) and the Ethnologue
base eth (1990) contain the English names of lan-
guages and also their three-letter codes. Another
source of language names I have used is Webster’s
Dictionary (1989). Unfortunately the English and
international terminology is not stabilized. When
I began translation from Russian I could not find
unambiguous names for languages in English. On
the other hand, the Russian names are fixed in most
cases.

One example, “04K359A:89 (O7K:)”, is evident
in Russian – but I have not selected the best exam-
ples from the following variants: Adyghe, Adyge,
Adygey, Adygei, Adighe, Circassian, Lower Cir-
cassian, West Circassian, Kinkh, Kjkax, Cherkes.
Therefore, I have decided to present one (rarely two)
language name(s) in Russian and one (maximally
two) name(s) in English (often selected “arbitrar-
ily”). The ISO and eth language codes are also
shown in the table of languages which use Cyrillic.
If the first code (ISO) is not defined or the codes are
different then the second code (eth) is presented.

Real Font

The B5 font family (borrowing from the Computer
Modern) is a bank of Cyrillic glyphs corresponding
to the Ω project (Haralambous and Plaice, 1995).
The proposed encoding of a real 8-bit font is based
on Unicode (ISO-IEC 10646-1, 1993)— more ex-
actly, "04xx mod "100. Thus the character codes
are well defined and standardized. This can simplify
communication between authors supporting and im-
proving the fonts.

The table of the b5r12 font (Computer Modern
Cyrillic Roman 12 point) is on the last page of the
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article. I repeat: the real font is only a bank of
glyphs and cannot be used autonomously in a simple
and effective way.

Virtual Font

A virtual font was created for the present article to
enable access to Cyrillic letters using ASCII char-
acters. For creating .tfm files for virtual fonts,
the program VFComb (Berdnikov and Turtia, 1995)
was used. It allows the definition (or redefinition),
mapping, ligature and kerning data once for all font
sizes, and then merging them with metric informa-
tion of the real fonts (reading proper list files). It is
necessary to mention that every font in TEX (real or
virtual) can contain no more than 256 characters
and it is complicated, or impossible, using fonts
with many characters. This is a good reason for
introducing Ω – the 16-bit extension of TEX. The
virtual font used in this article combines a real font
with Unicode-like encoding (mod "100), a font with
alternative glyphs (located separately) and several
characters from the original CM (e.g., parentheses).
The way of referencing the “I’s” is shown in the
following example.
A segment from the .tbf file (input file for VF-
Comb)

(LIGTABLE

(LABEL C I)

(LIG C 1 O 006)

(LIG C 2 O 007)

(LIG C 3 O 300)

(LIG C 4 O 342)

(LIG C 5 O 344)

(STOP)

(LABEL C i)

(LIG C 1 O 022)

(LIG C 2 O 211)

(LIG C 4 O 343)

(LIG C 5 O 345)

(STOP)

)

results
‘Ii’ => �8 % “Standard” ‘I’
‘I1i1’ => �V % Ukrainian/Belarusian ‘I’
‘I2i2’ => �W % Ukrainian ‘YI’
‘I3’ => À % Caucasian aspiration sign “?0;>G:0”
‘I4i4’ => âã % Tadzhik ‘I’ with stress
‘I5i5’ => äå

Cyrillic Character Set and Unicode

The ISO/IEC 10646-1/Unicode (1993 E) covers
most of the letters used in current living written

languages uses a Cyrillic-alphabet (in my opinion).
I would like to add the following comments:

• I have no data about other characters; for
example, punctuation marks, special signs and
other symbols.

• I don’t present information about additional
characters not in current use.

• Old Cyrillic is omitted and is not a subject of
inquiry in this paper.

• Regarding the variant forms: more alternative
glyphs may be stored in a font bank and then
selected to depict a particular character. This
problem is solvable in TEX.

• Regarding letters with diacritics: there are im-
portant differences in the three distinct appli-
cations of diacritical marks (with possible dis-
agreement in different languages).

1. The accented symbol denotes the distinct
letter as opposed to the same symbol with-
out an accent and it may even be posi-
tioned independently in the alphabet.

2. An accent can be used to modify the sym-
bols representing vowels and consonants:
for example; vowels can be marked for
length or nasalization, consonants can be
marked for palatalization. The presence of
the accent when writing is significant but
unlike the above item, the combination
does not constitute a new or special letter,
and therefore would be alphabetized in the
same position as the letter without such a
diacritic.

3. An accent is used to mark stress. These
“stressed” letters are not part of the writ-
ing system but are, nevertheless, necessary
for entries in dictionaries and textbooks.
A few examples illustrate the use of stress
marks (above, right or below):

0:Fé=B, ��&�′�"
ac′cent mark′, r Akze.nt

Alphabetical Orders and Sort

The greater number of languages using Cyrillic in
Russia and the former USSR have adopted words
from Russian or, with modifications, in the original
form (especially proper names) and their alphabets
include all Russian letters. Not often exceptions are
Ukrainian, Belarusian, Moldaviancyror Abkhazian.

Alphabetical orders of distinct languages may
be different. “Additional” letters have been ap-
pended to the end or may occur in the middle
of alphabets. Two letters may be located in the
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opposite order. And then the order of similar or
even identical words in dictionaries or indexes may
be different.

Examples (1960, 1990)1 2

Russian Ukrainian
,L < .N < /O .N < /O < ,L
20;LA < 20;OBLAO 20;OB8AO < 20;LA
?>;LA:89 < ?>;NA ?>;NA < ?>;LAL:89
A0;L=K9 < A0;NB A0;NB < A0;L=89

Correspondence Cyrillic vs. Latin

Many languages now written in Cyrillic used Latin-
like alphabets in the 1930s (e.g., Tatar or Kazakh).
Several languages have used both Latin and Cyrillic
alphabets — at the last count these included Serbo-
Croatian, Kurdish, Moldavian, and Azerbaijani.
Several nations are preparing projects to migrate
from Cyrillic to Latin. The alphabetical orders
for Cyrillic and Latin are different but I am sure
it will be possible to define algorithms for auto-
matic transliteration, use of common hyphenation
patterns and compile and print texts from the one
source, in either writing system, to produce for a
reader the script with which she/he is familiar.

Cyrillic Letters and Symbols

The table contains the Cyrillic characters defined in
the Unicode standard. Russian letters (used in most
alphabets) and old Cyrillic letters and symbols are
omitted in the list. Corresponding symbolic names
of characters can be found in [5, 6]. It would too
long to present them here.
Example: CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER IO is the
Unicode name for "0401 => �.

Explanatory notes and comments

cyr The Cyrillic-alphabet languages presented here
also uses other alphabets (usually Latin-like).
Languages using the following letters are unknown
(to me):
1. ÁÂ
2. for òó I have two candidates – 2 letters undefined
in Unicode:
#̃C̃(=�^)? in Chuvash and
Uu (=�^)? in Karachay-Balkar.

1 Referee’s note: The Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
changed the official order of the Ukrainian alphabet in 1991
(or thereabouts), and the soft sign is no longer the last letter
of the alphabet.

2 Author’s note: Reworking and reprinting of all the
dictionaries of any language will not be easy. I will keep
this example to demonstrate “real life” changes.

The confusion perhaps may be in my sources or in
Unicode.

Unicode codes

"0401 "0451 � Q Many languages use the
letter �Q. The list of the languages �Q is
not used in is shorter:
Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatiancyr,
Macedonian, Kurdishcyr, Moldaviancyr,
Azerbaijani, Abkhazian, Abazin(?)

"0402 "0452 � R Serbo-Croatiancyr

"0403 "0453 � S Macedonian

"0404 "0454 � T Ukrainian

"0405 "0455 � U Macedonian

"0406 "0456 � V Ukrainian, Belarusian,
Kazakh, Khakass, Komi (Zyrian),
Komi-Permyak

"0407 "0457 � W Ukrainian

"0408 "0458 � X Serbo-Croatiancyr,
Macedonian, Azerbaijani, Altaic (Oirot)

"0409 "0459 	Y Serbo-Croatiancyr,
Macedonian

"040A "045A 
Z Serbo-Croatiancyr,
Macedonian

"040B "045B � [ Serbo-Croatiancyr

"040C "045C � \ Macedonian
"040D "045D (This position shall not be used)

"040E "045E � ^ Belarusian, Uzbek,
Dungan

"040F "045F � _ Serbo-Croatiancyr,
Macedonian, Abkhazian

"0410.."042F uppercase Russian
"0430.."044F lowercase Russian
"0460.."0486 Old Cyrillic

"0490 "0491 � � Ukrainian (now used
again!)

"0492 "0493 � � Tadzhik, Uzbek, Uighur,
Kazakh, Azerbaijani, Khakass,(Bashkir),
(Karakalpak)

variant G g Bashkir, Karakalpak

"0494 "0495 � � Yakut (Sakha),
Abkhazian, Eskimo (Yuit)cyr

"0496 "0497 �� Uighur, Turkmen,
Tatar, Kalmyk, Dungan
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"0498 "0499 � � Bashkir

variant Z z Bashkir

"049A "049B � � Tadzhik, Uzbek, Uighur,
Kazakh, Karakalpak, Abkhazian

variant K k
"049C "049D � � Azerbaijani

"049E "049F � � Abkhazian

"04A0 "04A1   ¡ Bashkir

"04A2 "04A3 ¢ £ Uighur, Kazakh,
Turkmen, Kirghiz, Tatar, Bashkir,
Khakass, Tuva (Soyot), Kalmyk, Dungan

"04A4 "04A5 ¤ ¥ Altaic (Oirot),
Yakut (Sakha), Mari-low

"04A6 "04A7 ¦§ Abkhazian

"04A8 "04A9 ¨ © Abkhazian

"04AA "04AB ª « Chuvash, Bashkir

variant S s Bashkir

"04AC "04AD ¬  Abkhazian

"04AE "04AF ® ¯ Uighur, Kazakh,
Turkmen, Kirghiz, Azerbaijani, Tatar,
Bashkir, Tuva (Soyot), Yakut (Sakha),
Mongoliancyr, Buryat, Kalmyk, Dungan

"04B0 "04B1 ° ± Kazakh

"04B2 "04B3 ² ³ Tadzhik, Uzbek,
Karakalpak, Abkhazian, Eskimo (Yuit)cyr

variant X x
"04B4 "04B5 ´ µ Abkhazian

"04B6 "04B7 ¶ · Tadzhik, Abkhazian

"04B8 "04B9 ¸ ¹ Azerbaijani

"04BA "04BB º » Kurdishcyr, Uighur,
Kazakh, Azerbaijani, Tatar, Bashkir,
Yakut (Sakha), Buryat, Kalmyk

"04BC "04BD ¼ ½ Abkhazian

"04BE "04BF ¾ ¿ Abkhazian

"04C0 À Abazin, Adyge,
Kabardian-Circassian, Avar(ic), Lezgin,
Lak(i), Dargwa, Tabasaran, Chechen,
Ingush

"04C1 "04C2 ÁÂ ???

"04C3 "04C4 Ã Ä Khanty-Vakhi, Chukcha,
Eskimo (Yuit)cyr, Koryak (Nymylan)

"04C5 "04C6 (This position shall not be used)

"04C7 "04C8 Ç È Khanty (Ostyak),
Chukcha, Eskimo (Yuit)cyr ,
Koryak (Nymylan)

"04C9 "04CA (This position shall not be used)

"04CB "04CC Ë Ì Khakass

"04D0 "04D1 Ð Ñ Chuvash

"04D2 "04D3 Ò Ó Mari-high,
Khanty (Ostyak), (Kalmyk)

"04D4 "04D5 Ô Õ Ossetic

"04D6 "04D7 Ö × Chuvash

"04D8 "04D9 Ø Ù Kurdishcyr, Uighur,
Kazakh, Turkmen, Azerbaijani, Tatar,
Bashkir, Kalmyk, Khanty (Ostyak),
Abkhazian, Dungan

"04DA "04DB Ú Û Khanty (Ostyak)

"04DC "04DD ÜÝ Udmurt (Votyak)

"04DE "04DF Þ ß Udmurt (Votyak)

"04E0 "04E1 à á Abkhazian

"04E2 "04E3 â ã Tadzhik

"04E4 "04E5 ä å Udmurt (Votyak)

"04E6 "04E7 æ ç Kurdishcyr,
Altaic (Oirot), Khakass, Mari-
low, Mari-high, Udmurt (Votyak),
Komi (Zyrian), Komi-Permyak,
Khanty-Vakhi, (Kalmyk)

"04E8 "04E9 è é Uighur, Kazakh,
Turkmen, Kirghiz, Azerbaijani, Tatar,
Bashkir, Tuva (Soyot), Yakut (Sakha),
Mongoliancyr, Buryat, Kalmyk,
Khanty (Ostyak)

"04EA "04EB ê ë Khanty (Ostyak)
"04EC "04ED (This position shall not be used)

"04EE "04EF î ï Tadzhik

"04F0 "04F1 ð ñ Khakass, Mari-low,
Mari-high, Khanty-Vakhi, Altaic (Oirot),
(Kalmyk)

"04F2 "04F3 ò ó ???

"04F4 "04F5 ô õ Udmurt (Votyak)
"04F6 "04F7 (This position shall not be used)

"04F8 "04F9 ø ù Mari-high
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Languages Using Cyrillic Script

The following table contains a short overview of Cyrillic-alphabet languages and their “additional” letters
(according to ‘usual’ standard encoding systems). ISO (ISO Committee Draft 639-2, 1993)/eth (Ethnologue,
1990)are two different three-letter language codes. The order is “quasi-linguistic-geographical-historical”
(“cognate” or “neighbouring” nations being together).

Indo-European Group Codes Additional characters
Slavic Languages / !;02O=A:85 O7K:8 ISO/eth
• Russian @CAA:89 rus (�Q)
• Ukrainian C:@08=A:89 ukr �� �T �V �W (’)
• Belarusian 15;>@CAA:89 bel/ruw �V �^
• Bulgarian 1>;30@A:89 bul/blg
• Serbo-Croatiancyr A5@1A:>E>@20BA:89 src �R �X 	Y 
Z �[ �_
• Macedonian <0:54>=A:89 mac/mkj �S �U �X �\ 	Y 
Z �_

Iranian Languages / �@0=A:85 O7K:8
• Ossetic >A5B8=A:89 oss/ose ÔÕ
◦ Kurdishcyr :C@4A:89 kur ØÙ æç º» º’»’ Qq Ww
• Tadzhik B0468:A:89 tgk/pet �� âã �� îï ²³ ¶·

Romance Languages /  ><0=A:85 O7K:8
◦ Moldaviancyr <>;402A:89 mol

Altaic Group
Turkic Languages / "N@:A:85 O7K:8
• Uzbek C715:A:89 uzb �^ �� �� ²³
• Uighur C93C@A:89 uig �� ¢£ �� ®¯ èé �� ØÙ º»
• Kazakh :070EA:89 kaz ØÙ �� �� ¢£ èé °± ®¯ º» �V
• Turkmen BC@:<5=A:89 tuk/tck �� ¢£ èé ®¯ ØÙ
• Kirghiz :8@387A:89 kir/kdo ¢£ èé ®¯
◦ Azerbaijani 075@109460=A:89 aze �� ØÙ �X �� èé ®¯ º» ¸¹ ’
• Tatar B0B0@A:89 tat/ttr ØÙ èé ®¯ �� ¢£ º»
• Bashkir 10H:8@A:89 bak/bxk Gg (=��) Zz (=��)  ¡ ¢£

èé Ss (=ª«) ®¯ º» ØÙ
• Karachay-Balkar :0@0G052>-10;:0@A:89 krc (Uu =)�^
• Kumyk :C<K:A:89 ksk
• Nogay =>309A:89 nog
• Karakalpak :0@0:0;?0:A:89 kaa/kac �� Gg (=��) ²³
• Altaic (Oirot) 0;B09A:89 alt �X ¤¥ æç ðñ
• Khakass E0:0AA:89 kjh �� İ V (=�V) (�J =J=) ¢£ æç

ðñ (¶·=) ËÌ
• Tuva (Soyot) BC28=A:89 tyv/tun ¢£ èé ®¯
• Chuvash GC20HA:89 chv/cju ÐÑ Ö× ª« #̃C̃(=�^)
• Yakut (Sakha) O:CBA:89 sah/ukt �� ¤¥ èé º» ®¯

Mongolian Languages / �>=3>;LA:85 O7K:8
• Mongoliancyr <>=3>;LA:89 mon/khk èé ®¯
• Buryat 1C@OBA:89 bua/mnb èé ®¯ º»
• Kalmyk :0;<KF:89 kgz ØÙ º» �� ¢£ èé ®¯
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Tungusic-Manchu Languages / "C=3CA>-<0=LG6C@A:85 O7K:8
• Evenki (Tungus) M25=:89A:89 evn
• Even (Lamut) M25=A:89 eve
• Nanai (Gold) =0=09A:89 gld

Uralic Group
Finno-Ugric Languages / $8==>-C3>@LA:85 O7K:8
• Mari-low <0@89A:89 ;C3>2>9 mal ¤¥ æç ðñ
• Mari-high <0@89A:89 3>@=K9 mrj ÒÓ æç ðñ øù
• Mordvin-Erzya <>@4>2A:89 M@7O=A:89 myv
• Mordvin-Moksha <>@4>2A:89 <>:H0=A:89 mdf
• Udmurt (Votyak) C4<C@BA:89 udm ÜÝ Þß äå æç ôõ
• Komi (Zyrian) :><8 kpv �V æç
• Komi-Permyak :><8-?5@<OF:89 koi �V æç
• Mansi (Vogul) <0=A89A:89 mns
• Khanty-Vakhi E0=BK9A:89-20E>2A:89 kca ÒÓ ÃÄ ÇÈ æç èé êë ðñ ØÙ ÚÛ
• -Kazim -:07K<A:89 ÒÓ ØÙ ÚÛ ÇÈ èé êë
• -Shurishkar -HC@8H:0@A:89

Samoyedic Languages / !0<>489A:85 O7K:8
• Nenets (Yurak) =5=5F:89 yrk
• Selkup A5;L:C?A:89 sel/sak

Caucasian Languages / �02:07A:85 O7K:8
• Abkhazian 01E07A:89 abk �� �_ ¼½ ¾¿ àá �� ��

¨© ¦§ ¬ ²³ ´µ ¶· ØÙ
• Abazin 01078=A:89 abq À
• Adyge 04K359A:89 ady À
• Kabardian-Circassian :010@48=>-G5@:5AA:89 kab À

• Avar(ic) 020@A:89 ava/avr À
• Lezgin ;5738=A:89 lez À
• Lak(i) ;0:A:89 lbe À
• Dargwa 40@38=A:89 dar À
• Tabasaran B010A0@0=A:89 tab À

• Chechen G5G5=A:89 che/cjc À
• Ingush 8=3CHA:89 inh À

Sino-Tibetan Group / �8B09A:>-B815BA:85 O7K:8
• Dungan 4C=30=A:89 ØÙ �� ¢£ �^ ®¯

Paleo-Asiatic Languages / �0;5>0780BA:85 O7K:8
• Chukcha GC:>BA:89 ckt ÃÄ ÇÈ ’
• Eskimo (Yuit)cyr MA:8<>AA:89 ess (�’3’=) �� (�’:’=) ÃÄ

(�’=’=) ÇÈ (%’E’=) ²³ ’
• Koryak (Nymylan) :>@O:A:89 kpy (�’ 2’) (�’ 3’) ÃÄ ÇÈ

(�’ :’) (�’ =’)
• Nivkh (Gilyak) =82EA:89 ’

Explanatory notes
◦ the language is migrating (again!) to Latin writing
(�Q) a character not used today (particularly or entirely)
(=��) variant not preferred
(�’ 3’=) a former variant
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b5r12 Font Table

(Computer Modern Roman 12 point)
Modern Cyrillic Part of ISO 10646-1/Unicode

0́ 1́ 2́ 3́ 4́ 5́ 6́ 7́

0́0x � � � � � � �
˝0x

0́1x � 	 
 � � � �
0́2x � � � � � � � �

˝1x
0́3x � � � � � � � �
0́4x  ! " # $ % & '

˝2x
0́5x ( ) * + , - . /
0́6x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

˝3x
0́7x 8 9 : ; < = > ?
1́0x @ A B C D E F G

˝4x
1́1x H I J K L M N O
1́2x Q R S T U V W

˝5x
1́3x X Y Z [ \ ^ _
1́4x ` a b c d e f g

˝6x
1́5x h i j k l m
1́6x p q r s t u v w

˝7x
1́7x

2́0x
˝8x

2́1x

2́2x � � � � � � � �
˝9x

2́3x � � � � � � � �
2́4x   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ §

˝Ax
2́5x ¨ © ª « ¬  ® ¯
2́6x ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·

˝Bx
2́7x ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿
3́0x À Á Â Ã Ä Ç

˝Cx
3́1x È Ë Ì
3́2x Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö ×

˝Dx
3́3x Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ ß
3́4x à á â ã ä å æ ç

˝Ex
3́5x è é ê ë î ï
3́6x ð ñ ò ó ô õ

˝Fx
3́7x ø ù

˝8 ˝9 ˝A ˝B ˝C ˝D ˝E ˝F

Comments
Alternative glyphs referenced in the article

(Gg Kk Xx Zz Ss Uu ) are located in the additional
separate font.

The old Cyrillic part ("60.."86) is not used in
the article and has not been completed.

Conclusion

I think the Cyrillic portion of the Unicode Mapping
Table covers quite a good character set for most of
the languages using the Cyrillic alphabet today. On
the other hand UCS/Unicode does not offer a so-
phisticated solution for alphabetical ordering. And
I am afraid that the situation with special symbols,
particularities, and multiple accents for dictionaries
and textbooks, etc., will be more complicated.
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